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GRUMMAN H-33 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER AERODYNAMIC
AND HANDLING-QUALITIES STUDY
By Robert W. Rainey, George M. Ware, Richard W. Powell,
Lawrence W. Brown, and David R. Stone*
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A study of a representative delta-wing orbiter, the Grumman H-33, that utilized
external-hydrogen tanks has been completed at the Langley Research Center. The study
encompassed a detailed wind-tunnel program from subsonic to hypersonic speeds, analy-
ses of the data, and the calculation and assessment of the orbiter handling qualities using
the most aft center-of-gravity locations anticipated during entry and approach. The
results showed that longitudinal aerodynamic trim and control were available at attitudes
that encompassed the high-cross-range mission. After the angle-of-attack transition
maneuver and throughout the regime where aerodynamic pitch, roll, and yaw controls are
used (Mach numbers less than about 2), the orbiter was statically longitudinally stable and
a simple pitch-rate feedback to the elevens provided acceptable pitch response. Also,
generally satisfactory lateral handling qualities were provided with an angular-rate feed-
back (roll and yaw) and an aileron-to-rudder interconnect.
INTRODUCTION
During the past several years, NASA and other government and industrial organiza-
tions have been developing an efficient and cost-effective transportation system capable
of transferring large payloads to and from near-earth orbits. In many of the concepts
studied, an orbiter was vertically launched by a winged booster which staged, performed
a turnaround entry maneuver, and flew back to the launch site. After staging, the orbiter
was flown to orbit and, after completion of the orbital mission, was deorbited. It entered
the sensible atmosphere at high angles of attack in essentially a spacecraft mode and dur-
ing the latter phase of the entry performed an angle-of-attack maneuver to the lower atti-
tude aircraft mode for final acquisition of the landing site and approach and landing. The
more recent orbiters studied were clipped-delta-wing—body configurations with relatively
*In addition to the authors of this paper, Thomas A. Blackstock, A. B. Blair, Jr.,
William A. Corlett, M. Arnold Emmons, Jr., Jerry Humble, and Bernard Spencer, Jr.,
comprised the Langley Research Center team.
low-fineness-ratio fuselages, large base areas, and far-aft center- of -gravity locations in
comparison with conventional aircraft.
As part of a continuing effort to identify the most suitable concept, a study of an
orbiter utilizing an external-hydrogen-tank concept has been conducted by the Langley
Research Center. With this concept, the low -density hydrogen of the ascent propellant
was carried in external tanks and thereby reduced orbiter size and development costs.
The orbiter configuration selected for the study was the Grumman Aerospace Corporation
H-33 design. The objectives of the study were (l).to provide an experimental base for a
representative external-hydrogen-tank concept and (2) to evaluate the orbiter aerodynamic
characteristics and handling qualities from hypersonic to subsonic speeds. To meet these
objectives, wind-tunnel data were obtained in seven facilities, six at the Langley Research
Center and one at the Marshall Space Flight Center. Force tests were conducted from
low-subsonic speeds to Mach numbers of about 20 throughout angles of attack that encom-
passed the predicted operational attitudes for a high-cross-range mission. These data
were used with calculated damping derivatives in a preliminary evaluation of handling
qualities which are presented in terms of longitudinal and lateral- directional stability and
control of the basic airframe and of the basic vehicle with a relatively simple stability
augmentation system (SAS).
SYMBOLS
Measurements and calculations were made in the U.S. Customary Units. They are
presented herein in the International System of Units (SI) with the equivalent values in the
U.S. Customary Units given parenthetically.
b reference wing span, meters (ft)
CL lift coefficient,
^ ,,. 4. «• •
 A Rolling momentCj rolling-moment coefficient, - - -
qSb
9C7% roll-damping derivative,
 9(pb/2V)
AC;C^0 effective dihedral parameter, — — -, per deg
rolling- moment coefficient due to aileron deflection, — -, per degAoa
rolling- moment coefficient due to rudder deflection, — -, per deg
* 1\ Ov*
Cm pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching
rlongitudinal static margin, —^—
N 8CN
9C™
-ma~ da
Normal forceCM normal-force coefficient,
Cn yawing-moment coefficient,
yn
qS
Yawing moment
qSb
8Cnyawing-moment coefficient due to rolling velocity,
A f1
no directional -stability parameter, - -, per deg
— -. — -
IzCno dynamic directional-stability parameter, CnQ cos a - Cj Q — sin aPd
ACnyawing-moment coefficient due to aileron deflection,
 A . , per deg
A ^
Cn^ yawing-moment coefficient due to rudder deflection. — -. per deg
°r Aor
g acceleration due to gravity, meter s/sec2 (ft/sec2)
ratio of moments of inertia about yaw and roll axes, respectively
K ratio of amount of bank angle obtained to amount required in 2 seconds
L/D lift- drag ratio
V fuselage length, meters (ft)
M free-stream Mach number
n normal acceleration, g units
p rolling velocity, rad/sec
q free-stream dynamic pressure, newtons/meter2 (Ib/ft2)
Rjt Reynolds number based on fuselage length
S wing area, including portion within fuselage, meters2 (ft2)
t0_3oo time to bank 30°, sec
V free-stream velocity, meters/sec (ft/sec)
a angle of attack, deg or rad
j3 angle of sideslip, deg
6a aileron deflection, e?L " e'R, positive for right roll command, per deg
It
6a pilot input to aileron deflection, deg
6e elevon deflection, e>L e>R, positive for trailing edge down, deg2i
6r T + 6r R5r rudder deflection, —-*— '—, positive for trailing edge left viewed from
Lt
the rear, deg
6rf rudder flare angle, —l— J—, deg
Ct
£<j Dutch roll damping ratio
£Sp longitudinal short-period damping ratio
TJJ roll-mode time constant, sec
fya phase angle of the Dutch roll oscillation in sideslip, deg
Wjj Dutch roll frequency, rad/sec
o)n longitudinal short-period frequency, rad/sec
w^ undamped natural frequency of numerator quadratic in roll to aileron-input
transfer function, rad/sec
Subscripts:
L left
max maximum
R right
Facility abbreviations:
LaRC CFHT - Langley continuous-flow hypersonic tunnel
LaRC 22" He T - Langley 22-inch helium tunnel
LaRC LTPT - Langley low-turbulence pressure tunnel
LaRC 8' TPT - Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel
LaRC UPWT - Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel
LaRC 20" HT - Langley 20-inch Mach 6 tunnel
MSFC 14" WT - Marshall Space Flight Center 14- by 14-inch trisonic wind tunnel
CONFIGURATIONS AND FLIGHT REGIMES
The orbiter configuration (ref. 1) is shown in figure 1 and consists of a fuselage
approximately 41.2 meters (135 ft) in length (full scale) in combination with a 55° swept
delta wing and a vertical tail. The proposed flight control during entry assumed an atti-
tude control propulsion system (ACPS) of sufficient size to provide pitch, roll, and yaw
control during high-altitude hypersonic flight where the dynamic pressures were low.
During lower altitude hypersonic flight where the dynamic pressures were of sufficient
magnitude, mixed-mode control may be required (i.e., both aerodynamic and ACPS). In
the supersonic and transonic flight regimes, the conventional aerodynamic controls plus
a flared rudder were used. The flared rudder was designed to provide positive Cng
increments with a slight increase in longitudinal static stability. The conventional aero-
dynamic controls were also used at subsonic speeds with the rudders closed to provide
boattailing, which reduced base drag.
Predicted orbiter flight attitudes at various Mach numbers (from ref. 1) are shown
in figure 2; constant-a entry at 27° provided the L/D for the high-cross-range mission.
The Qf-transition maneuver was initiated at Mach 4 with completion near Mach 2, followed
by low-a flight (K6°) until the final flare was initiated. Entry was performed at a higher
CL than that for maximum L/D; the lower-speed portion of the flight (M < 3) was per-
formed at a lower CL than that for maximum L/D (except in final flare), thereby '
leaving a maneuver capability for limited flight-path corrections.
MODELS, EQUIPMENT, AND DATA REDUCTION
The models and wind-tunnel facilities used in the investigation are given in table I;
facility details are contained in references 2 and 3. Three different size models were
tested: 0.0148-scale, 0.00585-scale, and 0.00337-scale. The largest (0.0148-scale)
model which was tested from Mach numbers of 0.25 to 4.63 was complete with the three
rocket nozzles in the base. Inner portions of the nozzles were removed, however, for
sting clearance. The smaller models were built without nozzles. In all tests, the models
were sting mounted, and the aerodynamic forces and moments were measured by inter-
nally mounted six-component strain-gage balances. Appropriate wind-tunnel corrections
for the various facilities were applied to the data. The data from Mach numbers of 0.25
to 10.2 were reduced with no base-pressure corrections. Data for M = 20.3 had the
base pressure corrected to free-stream values because of a positive base pressure
caused by the subsonic boundary layer of the sting.
The coefficients were based on model wing area, span, and body length, and the
moment data were reduced relative to 66.3 percent of the body length. The facility, the
Reynolds number based on body length, the model scale, and the Mach number, in addi-
tion to the configuration variables, are included on each of the basic data plots of longi-
tudinal characteristics.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Static Aerodynamic Characteristics
Longitudinal.- The wind-tunnel data are presented in figure 3 and show the variation
of the aerodynamic coefficients with angle of attack throughout the Mach number range for
each elevon deflection angle investigated. Plots of the longitudinal trim characteristics
(Cm = 0^ of the configuration at each Mach number are presented in figure 4.
The data of figure 3(a) show that at low-subsonic speeds (M = 0.25), the configura-
tion has a maximum lift-drag ratio of about 7.3 and is longitudinally stable. As transonic
speeds are approached (M = 0.8), the model exhibited pitch-up tendencies at angles of
attack above about 12° with accompanying reductions in stability and control effectiveness.
At Mach numbers above about 1.60, the pitching moments are more linear. At M = 2.99,
the pitch-up characteristics have disappeared, and the stability has become neutral
throughout the angle-of-attack range.
At hypersonic speeds, data from three facilities were obtained (fig. 3(g)) and exhibit
similar trends with a maximum L/D of approximately 2 and positive stability and control
at trim over the angles of attack from maximum L/D to the highest test values. At a
Mach number of 20.3, two models were tested; the larger model (having a scale of 0.00585)
was tested up to an angle of attack of about 30°. The results from these tests are in good
agreement with the results for the 0.00337-scale model.
At trim (fig. 4), the low-speed maximum L/D is approximately the same as the
untrimmed value (7.3). As the Mach number increases into the low-super sonic regime,
the maximum L/D drops to approximately 2. At transonic speeds, the vehicle is longi-
tudinally stable in the operational angle-of-attack regime but exhibits neutral stability at
the higher angles. This neutral stability extends over the entire test angle-of-attack
range at Mach numbers of 2.99 and 3.48. At higher speeds, instability is observed at
lower angles of attack which are below those envisioned for normal operation. (See
fig. 2.) At hypersonic speeds (fig. 4(d)) and at the 27° operational angle of attack, the
vehicle is longitudinally stable with an L/D value of approximately 1.5. The maximum
trimmed L/D was about 2; and the trimmed data for the 0.00585- and the 0.00337-scale
models are in excellent agreement.
Lateral-directional stability.- The body-axis lateral-directional stability character-
istics are presented in figure 5. At Mach numbers up through si, the configuration is
Li
directionally stable at the operational angles of attack (fig. 2). The abrupt loss in Cjg
and the variation in Cna at subsonic speeds (M = 0.25) for a > 18° are believed to be
the result of the scrubbing action of vortices shed at the wing-body juncture which has
been noted in other shuttle delta-wing configurations (for example, ref. 4). The consis-
tent reduction in directional stability and effective dihedral as Mach number increases
from 1.6 to 10.2 is evident; however, even at hypersonic speeds the vehicle exhibits posi-
tive effective dihedral /negative values of Cjo) and has a positive value of Cna, at
the envisioned operational angle of attack of 27°. Values of hypersonic lateral-directional
stability characteristics at longitudinal trim are presented in figure 6 and exhibit trends
similar to those for the untrimmed conditions.
Lateral and directional control.- In the flight regimes where aerodynamic control
was specified (previously noted), data were obtained for nominal values of rudder and
aileron deflection angles. The data in figures 7 and 8 show that aerodynamic lateral and
directional control are available from midsupersonic through subsonic speeds at the oper-
ational angles of attack. In the midsupersonic regime where the angle-of-attack transi-
tion from a = 27° to 6° was envisioned (Mach numbers 4 to 2), the yawing moment due
to roll control is proverse (fig. 7) as is also true at lower speeds, except at Mach numbers
of 0.95 and 1.2. This will be discussed in more detail in the section entitled "Handling
Qualities." Although the use of ACPS was anticipated at hypersonic speeds, aerodynamic
roll-control data were obtained at a Mach number of 5.96 and 10.2 (fig. 7(e)). As observed
on other configurations, the roll-control effectiveness and the yaw due to roll control are
functions of the average eleven deflection angle 6e. For hypersonic trim at the opera-'
tional angle of attack of 27°, an eleven deflection angle of about -5° is required (fig. 3(g)),
and the yaw-roll ratio resulting from roll-control deflection (fig. 7(e)) is about -0.25, indi-
cating potential adverse yaw.
The rudder provides directional control (fig. 8(a)) over the speed range from sub-
sonic to supersonic. Directional-control effectiveness is approximately constant with
angle-of-attack variation at lower speeds; the use of 30° of rudder flare at Mach numbers
of 1.60 and greater prevents the deterioration in directional control that would have been
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associated with an unflared rudder. The directional-control effectiveness at Mach 1160
with rudder flare is only about 10 percent less than that obtained at Mach 1.20 without
rudder flare. At a Mach number of 10.2 (fig. 8(c)), rudder effectiveness was measured
andj as anticipated, was lost above an angle of attack of approximately 20° and was very
low at maximum L/D (a ~ 15°). As anticipated, some form of ACPS will be required.
Summary comments.- The static aerodynamic characteristics of the configuration
are summarized over the speed range by presenting variations of L/D, Cmcv anc*
Cn« with Mach number in figure 9. The results are shown for the vehicle at anglespdyn .
of attack corresponding to the flight profile of figure 2. The unflagged symbols denote
trimmed data whereas the flags denote untrimmed data. Also, the Mach number 0.25
data were used at a Mach number of 0.36. In general, the maximum L/D over the
speed range (dashed line) is in excess of the values at the operational angles of attack
(symbols) and thereby indicates a small excess performance. Results of an extrapolation
of low-subsonic lift-drag ratios from model to full-scale values by altering the skin fric-
tion from model to full-scale Reynolds numbers (ref . 5) indicate that the maximum L/D
should increase from 7.3 to about 7.7. The configuration is longitudinally stable (stati-
cally) with the exception of a region near Mach number 3 where Cma = 0. The deriva-
tive Cno, is positive over the entire Mach number range, and, although data in thePdyn
lower speed regime are for untrimmed conditions, differences in Cno due to trim-Pdyn
ming are not expected to be large.
Handling Qualities
Calculations have been made utilizing three -degree -of -freedom longitudinal and
lateral -directional linearized equations of motion to assess the handling qualities of the
configuration. The evaluation was made primarily for the aircraft mode of the flight
envelope in which the vehicle would be in the atmosphere at low angles of attack where
aerodynamic controls are effective and at Mach numbers less than about 3. As previ-
ously mentioned, during high-altitude hypersonic flight, ACPS will be used for control.
During lower altitude hypersonic flight, a blending of ACPS and aerodynamic controls
may be required. The handling characteristics presented in figures 10 to 1.4 for Mach
nu'mbers of 6 and greater are for the vehicle with aerodynamic controls only and, there-
fore, do not represent the flight control system of the configuration. However, these
values are included to represent the basic, unaugmented vehicle handling qualities. The
static aerodynamic derivatives used in the evaluation were those presented in the previous
sections, and the mass and inertia properties were provided by the Grumman Aerospace
Corporation.
In assessing the handling qualities, the requirements assumed are those presented
in reference 6 for large; low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes in a cruise, climb, or
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descent condition (class in, category B flight phase) since no requirements have been
established for space shuttle orbiter configurations. . The handling qualities of the unaug-
mented airframe are labeled "Basic" in figures 10 to 14. .
The evaluation of the longitudinal handling qualities was limited to assessing the
frequency (fig. 10(a)) and damping (fig. 10(b)) of the short-period mode. In figure 10(a), •
boundaries are shown for satisfactory, acceptable, and unacceptable frequency character-
istics. At frequencies in the upper unacceptable region, there is a tendency for pilot-
induced oscillations (PIO); and at frequencies in the lower unacceptable region, the vehi-
cle is sluggish. In general, the frequencies exhibited by the basic airframe were
acceptable in the range of M S 2.16 and unacceptably sluggish at M = 3.0 (where
Cma = 0^ and at M = 6 and 10. A simple pitch-rate augmentation system provided sat-
isfactory frequencies for the range of Mach numbers below 3 and an acceptable frequency
at M = 3. As shown in figure 10(b), the short-period damping ratio of the basic configu-
ration without a stability augmentation system (SAS) was satisfactory at M = 3 and at
subsonic speeds (M < 0.8); however, with a pitch-rate damper, the damping was high at
M = 3 but satisfactory for low-supersonic and subsonic speeds (M < 3).
The lateral-directional handling qualities are presented primarily at M ^  2.16.
The Dutch roll damping and frequency for the unaugmented configuration was satisfactory
at M = 1.2 and below (fig. 11). With a roll-rate and yaw-rate feedback control system,
the vehicle had satisfactory Dutch roll modes for Mach numbers ^ 2.16.
The unaugmented configuration had unsatisfactory roll-mode damping (fig. 12)
except at M = 0.36 where it was satisfactory for low a. There was an increase in
the roll-mode time constant with an increase in a because of the decrease in -Cj
and Crip with a. (See ref. 1.) A combination of a roll-rate and yaw-rate feedback
augmentation system for the supersonic and transonic regimes and a roll-rate feedback
augmentation system for the subsonic region gave satisfactory roll damping except at
M = 1.2; at this Mach number, the adverse-yaw derivative (-Cng ) will make it difficult
to obtain satisfactory roll damping with a rate feedback control system for this
configuration.
The roll-coupling parameter fo^/a^j is presented in figure 13. Optimum handling
occurs when the three-degree-of-freedom response to aileron inputs is a pure roll with
no Dutch roll excitation. When WA/WCJ = 1, there is a minimum of sideslip disturbance.
When there are yawing moments due to aileron inputs ut>0/cod greater or less than unity),
the resulting side accelerations with roll may cause pilot discomfort and insecurity
(ref. 7). Reference 7 indicates a small preference for adverse yaw due to aileron inputs
(uQ/Uft < 1) over favorable yaw due to aileron inputs /UA/u>d > Ij. The configuration of
the present investigation had, in general, satisfactory values of w0/&\j for the design
flight attitudes except at M = 1.2 where the aileron yawing moment was adverse (-Cn6 )•
Augmenting the basic configuration with an aileron-to-rudder interconnect fCng aug-
menter] provided satisfactory values of oi^/w^ throughout the aerodynamic flight
regime (M g 2.16).
The amount of aileron deflection used for roll control for the unaugmented vehicle
was 10°, and the rolling performance was well within the class III, category B require-
ments throughout the Mach number range (fig. 14(a)). At M = 2.16, the roll response
was slower due to the reduction in the static rolling moment with aileron deflections
(-Cjfi y With augmentation, a portion of the aileron deflection was allocated to roll
augmentation, and the time to roll increased slightly. The sideslip excursion during
the rolling maneuvers (fig. 14(b)) was well within the requirement for this class of vehi-
cle. The aileron-to-rudder interconnect reduced the sideslip excursions to less than 2°
and changed the phase-angle relationship of the Dutch roll oscillation in sideslip, \l/o.
The amount of rudder required with aileron deflections for turn coordination (fig. 14(c))
was relatively small at the mission angles of attack except at M = 1.2 where more rud-
der was required because of the adverse-yaw condition. As a increased, the amount
of rudder required increased throughout the Mach number range and, in some cases,
exceeded 80 percent of the amount of aileron deflection.
CONCLUSIONS
Static aerodynamic data were obtained from Mach 20 to subsonic speeds on a delta-
wing-type shuttle orbiter. From these data, handling qualities were calculated at flight
attitudes during entry for the high-cross-range mission and during landing approach.
Emphasis was placed upon the speed regime at Mach numbers less than 3, where after
the transition maneuver from high to low angles of attack, aerodynamic controls are used
for trim, control, and augmentation. From this study, the following conclusions were
reached:
1. At each Mach number, static longitudinal trim and control were available at
angles of attack that encompassed at least those for the design mission and for maximum
lift-drag ratio.
2. Trimmed maximum lift-drag ratios of about 2 at high speeds and 7.3 at low
speeds were available. In general, the maximum lift-drag ratios available over the
speed range were greater than values at operational angles of attack.
3. At the flight attitudes (angle of attack less than about 6° and Mach numbers less
than about 2) after the angle-of-attack transition maneuver, the orbiter was statically lon-
gitudinally stable and a simple pitch-rate feedback to the elevons provided acceptable
pitch response.
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4. At low-subsonic speeds, the effective dihedral parameter dropped abruptly to
near zero at maximum lift where the angle of attack was in excess of touchdown attitude.
5. Generally satisfactory lateral handling qualities were provided at low-supersonic
to subsonic flight conditions with an angular-rate feedback (roll and yaw) and an aileron-
to-rudder interconnect.
6. Roll control was available with proverse yaw except at transonic speeds where
adverse yaw was indicated. Yaw control was adequate below transonic speeds.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., August 14, 1972.
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Figure 1.- Grumman H-33 orbiter.
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